Materials:
4 circle connectors w/whole
1 circle connector w/groove
2 long orange rods
1 yellow rubber band
1 blue rubber band
1 red rubber band
3 rod connectors
2 short yellow rods
1 red rod
1 green rod
2 blue rods (one short)

Good luck, Kathryn!

1. Build base first. Take green rod and insert a short connector on either side. On one side, go to the immediately peg next to the green rod. Insert orange (long) rod, next to orange rod insert red rod. Attach a connector to each of the rods. Right now it should look like a right-angled with orange rod as angle bisector. Oh! All circle connectors should be flat on table. Pass connector through toy pegs.

2. Orient your right angle to green rod.
is closest to you. Vertex on right side with red rod pointing away from you. On the connector with circle peg at end of green rod, there is a whole in the center, insert the blue rod. Attach a tubular connector over it, long side up. Now, in the middle of this tube there is a whole, insert yellow rod. Orient this yellow rod so that it is going same direction as green rod. Take blue rubber band. Stretch it over left side of yellow rod all the way to where the green rod meets the connector with blue rod in it. The rubber band crosses blue rod.

3. Go to vertex of original angle, insert another blue rod in center of connector whole so it goes up. Attach connector with grooves on rod. Shape about a cm on top after the indentation.

4. Go to the other end of the original red rod on angle. Insert yellow rod in center of it. Attach a tube connector over it.

5. On the connector with orange rod on original angle, insert last yellow rod.
6. Align the holes of the tube connectors so they face each other. Insert pale orange rod. Leave an inch hanging out on either side. You should still have same orientation with green rod flat closest to you with vertex on right and red away. Going back to orange rod in between tubes, attach a stopper connector on left side of rod. On the other side, attach green flipper so the side that says Tinker toy is facing you. On yellow rod closest to flipper, there is a groove on tube. Stretch it around this groove and the other side goes to groovy connector.

7. On this groovy connector, stretch yellow rubber band around it and then to the other tube connector (top part) attached to yellow rod. You are done!